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Executive Summary
Wool and synthetic fibers are responsible for serious harms to the planet, particularly the climate and biodiversity, yet they continue to be widely used in the fashion industry. While virgin synthetics are commonly recognized as an unsustainable material due to their fossil fuel origin, wool is often posited as the natural, eco-friendly alternative. However, wool is not a fiber simply provided by nature — it’s a scaled product of modern industrial, chemical, ecological and genetic intervention that’s a significant contributor to the climate crisis, land degradation, water use, pollution and biodiversity loss. Furthermore, many wool fibers are blended with synthetics, compromising their capacity to biodegrade. Wool can also be dyed and processed with chemicals that render the fiber non-biodegradable and create toxic pollution, but brands are not transparent with information relating to wool processing.

Although the connection between synthetics and microfiber pollution is well established, many companies rely on recycled synthetics — which have some benefits over virgin, but still shed microfibers — as their core sustainable materials sourcing strategy. Wool and wool blend garments continue to be promoted as responsible and sustainable, while investment in genuine solutions and more future-proofed materials is lagging.

The Center for Biological Diversity and Collective Fashion Justice analyzed the Fall 2022 online catalogs of 13 top brands for the materials used in their knitwear and the information provided on the sustainability of those materials.
Key Findings:

- More than half (55%) of the wool items in our analysis were blended with synthetic fibers derived from fossil fuels. That's almost twice as many items as were 100% wool and 3 times more than those blended with animal and/or plant-based fibers.

- Only 19% of all analyzed knitwear contained reduced impact fibers, with the vast majority of these made of recycled synthetics that still cause environmental harm. Very little use of sustainable materials was found.

- High street brands were more than twice as likely to use synthetics in wool knitwear and 26 times more likely to offer 100% synthetic knitwear, though more than one-third (36%) of analyzed luxury knitwear used synthetics.

- While some brands had initiatives to reduce the use of hazardous chemicals, none provided information about chemicals and dyes used in wool processing that could affect the garment's end-of-life toxicity and biodegradability.

- Despite the availability of sustainable fibers that can meet the quality, aesthetic and performance needs of knitwear, nearly 90% of analyzed items used virgin wool, which comes with a high environmental cost, not to mention serious animal protection issues.
Executive Summary

Key Recommendations:

• Brands must take steps toward a just transition by setting specific targets to move beyond the use of virgin synthetics and wool.

• Environmental commitments and sustainability language must account for the impacts of synthetic and wool production, as well as the use of blended materials.

• The fashion industry should ramp up its efforts to create clear definitions and standards for sustainability claims to prevent greenwashing.

• Brands and the fashion industry should increase transparency around the chemicals and dyes used in processing wool fiber.

• Brands and the fashion industry must invest in producing fewer overall items and increasing the use of sustainable alternative materials derived from bio-based, recycled and plant-based sources.

The climate crisis is being exacerbated by fashion’s use of fossil fuels for synthetics and its significant methane emissions tied to wool production. Climate change is a major driver of the wildlife extinction crisis, along with inefficient land use and other threats to biodiversity by the wool industry. While transformation cannot occur overnight, it’s imperative that the fashion industry recognize the need to move beyond the use of both conventional synthetics and wool and toward more responsible fossil fuel and animal-free alternatives.
Introduction
Today fashion brands and material producers are attending leading climate conferences, constantly marketing sustainability claims and promoting new environmental targets. Protests relating to fashion’s impact on the planet, people and other animals are growing.\textsuperscript{2,3,4} and Vogue Business data revealed that nearly 70\% of surveyed consumers felt sustainability was an important consideration when buying clothes.\textsuperscript{5} New guidelines and legislation to prevent greenwashing in the industry have launched or are in development, while lawsuits against allegedly offending brands are battled across the United Kingdom, Europe and the United States.\textsuperscript{6}

Amid all of the noise, the impact of wool on the planet is generally overlooked — or worse, greenwashed.

Wool is often misleadingly positioned as a natural and renewable alternative to problematic fossil-fuel derived synthetic fibers, while its own negative impacts are omitted and purposefully excluded from advertising.\textsuperscript{7}

This report analyzes the online catalogs of top clothing brands to explore the pervasive and inherently unsustainable scale of both synthetic and wool fiber use across the fashion industry. As our analysis uncovers, not only are wool and synthetic materials used far more often than more sustainable fibers, but the consistent use of wool blended with synthetic materials — and the likelihood of wool being chemically washed, processed or dyed with substances impacting biodegradation — negate any potential benefits of using such a “natural” fiber.

Many companies continue to promote wool products as eco-friendly alternatives despite these contradictions, while failing to make meaningful commitments to transition toward truly sustainable materials and practices.

The solution to the woes of fashion’s persistent use of wool is not simply to stop blending wool with fossil fuel materials, or to use biodegradable dyes. Nor is it to marginally reduce the use of these materials. To adequately address our interlinked climate and biodiversity crises, the fashion industry must shift beyond both fossil-fuel and animal-derived materials in fashion. This just transition is increasingly possible, as plant-based, recycled and other innovative and responsible alternatives enter the market.
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Our 2021 report *Shear Destruction: Fashion, Wool and the Biodiversity Crisis* outlines the impact of land-inefficient, methane emitting wool production on our climate, wildlife, habitat, biodiversity and waterways.\(^8\)

It sparked a growing number of conversations with brands and across a number of fashion schools through Collective Fashion Justice engagement. But industry lobbyists and marketers, such as the Woolmark Company, continue to perpetuate the notion of wool as a ‘responsible’ choice.

In reality a knitted garment made from Australian wool can be responsible for over 27 times more emissions than a cotton one, and small ruminants around the world contribute as many CO2e emissions to the atmosphere as 103 million cars do annually.\(^9\)

Due to the enormous amount of land needed for wool production and the resulting deforestation, degradation, and conflicts with wildlife, native species including koalas, wolves, many bird species, dingoes, tortoises, native bighorn sheep and others are put at risk by wool production across Australia and the United States.\(^10\)

Several companies note that they source Responsible Wool Standard certified materials. However, the Responsible Wool Standard fails to address any climate impact relating to wool, and has significant shortcomings relating to native predator protection, aquatic protections and other biodiversity considerations, as well as animal welfare.\(^11\)

The industry also increasingly promotes “regenerative wool,” a description that is touted for climate and other environmental benefits but lacks any standard definitions or accountability.\(^12\)

Furthermore, there is no evidence carbon sequestration in animal production systems can be successful across the industry — or that it can fully offset the methane emissions released by sheep. Numerous peer-reviewed papers conclude similarly that grazing livestock are not a climate solution and the scale of animal production and consumption, regardless of the system, are leading causes of climate change and habitat loss.\(^13,14,15\)
Synthetics: A Brief Overview

The fashion industry’s growing reliance on fossil fuels to produce synthetic materials is exacerbating the climate crisis. With 62% of all fashion materials today made from petrochemical synthetics, the textile industry is not aligned with IPCC calls for an urgent phase out of fossil fuels. The production of synthetics like polyester uses an approximate 342 million barrels of crude oil each year. This contributes to global temperature rises, harms to wildlife and ecosystems, and environmental racism.

Fossil fuel-based fibers are not only environmentally harmful during production, but at a product’s end-of-life. These fibers are not biodegradable, taking as long as 200 years to decompose. Today 14 million metric tons of microplastics have built up on the ocean’s floor, and fashion contributes to this problem when synthetic garments are washed, shedding microfibers. Even when recycled synthetic fibers are used, these end-of-life impacts persist.

This is troubling given the industry’s increased promotion of recycled synthetics as a sustainable solution.
Synthetics: A Brief Overview
Wool Industry Greenwashing
In September 2022 the Woolmark Company, the marketing body of the Australian wool industry, released a new campaign: “Wear wool not fossil fuels.” The short video campaign opens dramatically, as people swim through pools of crude oil, their faces and bodies coated. The drenched figures pull off the sludge, revealing pure white wool knitwear and freshly clean faces. This opening scene is paired with an Ellen MacArthur foundation statistic on the intensive use of fossil-fuel derived synthetics in fashion: “Every 25 seconds an Olympic-sized pool of oil is used to make synthetic clothing.” Woolmark goes on to promote the natural fiber that is wool, with all of its supposed benefits.

The striking imagery in this misleading advertisement uses the legitimate concerns around synthetic materials to convince people concerned for the planet that wool is the perfect solution. This false dichotomy in which consumers must choose between harmful synthetics and “responsible” wool is created by omitting the harmful effects of the wool industry. The ads use imagery of wool-clad actors walking through rolling green hills and natural environments to imply that wool protects such ecosystems. In reality wool is highly land inefficient, with Australian wool requiring as much as 1,830 square meters more land per knit sweater compared to Australian cotton or Tencel lyocell.

“Wear wool not fossil fuels” is the latest in a long line of marketing efforts by the wool industry to twist concern for fashion’s use of fossil fuels into a promotion of wool, another unsustainable material. The fashion industry must move beyond the funding and use of fossil fuels, but, despite the wool industry’s implication otherwise, this does not mean turning to harmful animal-derived materials.

The wool industry fails to recognize the existence of more responsible alternative fibers like Tencel lyocell and organic cotton, along with options such as bamboo lyocell, hemp, and recycled fibers. Even more disingenuous, it ignores the pervasive and ongoing blending of wool and synthetic fibers in fashion.
As the analysis in this report shows, the majority of knitwear products containing wool are blended with synthetic fibers. When “natural” fibers are blended with synthetic fibers, the biodegradability of the former is compromised. Even a small added amount of non-biodegradable fiber can impact overall biodegradation and can release harmful substances and chemicals into the ground if these products are discarded.\(^\text{24,25}\) As such, even if raw wool is processed in a way that maintains the fibers’ biodegradability, a wool and synthetic blend sweater will no longer effectively biodegrade.

In addition to blended fibers, there are several stages of wool processing that further erode claims of sustainability. Raw wool shorn off the backs of sheep is greasy and must be processed with detergents to be degreased.

This energy-intensive process commonly makes use of unnatural substances such as alkylphenol ethoxylates — known endocrine disruptors — that can feminize fish populations if released with scouring effluent into surrounding waterways.\(^\text{26,27,28}\)

While wool is often bleached and processed to protect against moth-eating, some wool is even coated in plastic resin.\(^\text{29}\) Wool labeled as “superwash” — able to be put through a washing machine — is coated in fossil-fuel derived plastic, rendering the fiber non-biodegradable as if it were a synthetic itself. Similarly, if dyes containing heavy metals and other non-biodegradable substances are used to color wool, this can also destroy wool’s capacity to biodegrade and add to the pollution and other environmental costs of the garment.\(^\text{30}\)

While some of the analyzed brands are aligned with ZDHC, a program working to reduce the use of harmful chemicals, the companies did not provide information on whether substances impacting the biodegradation of wool were used in their processing.
Alternatives to Wool
Alternatives To Wool
Some of the key benefits of wool include the breathability of the natural fiber and its capacity to wick moisture, limiting sweat and dampness. It’s also known for its capacity to be worn across a variety of seasons, as it regulates the body’s temperature, keeping you cool or warm as needed. But it’s not the only fiber with these qualities.

Meanwhile, Tencel is able to dry as much as three times faster than pure merino wool, while remaining strong and durable. Unlike wool, Tencel absorbs moisture into the core of fiber, ensuring the material has particularly strong antimicrobial benefits. Tencel is also easy to machine wash without the addition of plastic-coating, unlike wool.

Bamboo lyocell is made through a similar process and can also be made in a closed-loop system. Bamboo lyocell shares similar qualities and is derived from a fast-growing plant that doesn’t require pesticides to grow efficiently. Sustainably sourced cotton grown with the use of holistic management practices — low tillage, the use of cover crops, rotational cropping, low or no pesticide use — can also be used as an alternative to wool when the use is for more aesthetic than temperate purposes, as can linen and hemp. Beyond traditional and sturdy plant-based alternatives, even more innovative and sustainable options, such as Spinnova, can be used in place of wool.

The Performance Capabilities of Tencel

Tencel fiber is made from sustainably sourced, CanopyStyle approved wood cellulose processed in a closed-loop system. Laboratory research has shown that Tencel is hydrophilic, able to quickly absorb and release moisture. Recognized even by brands using wool, the fiber can absorb up to 20% water at 90% relative humidity. This water vapor absorption capacity is reportedly similar to wool and aids in effective thermal regulation. As a result, Tencel can be effectively used for base layers, socks and other skin contact products that are sometimes thought only to be useful when made of wool.
In our analysis, several companies noted that they source cotton that meets the Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) standards, a program that works with farmers to adopt more sustainable production practices. While the Better Cotton Initiative is a step in the right direction beyond totally untraced conventional cotton, companies should use serious caution in over-relying on the Better Cotton Initiative. Research found that BCI allows high use of some harmful pesticides that are banned in the EU and has linked BCI supply chains to forced labor. BCI cotton is also blended with non-certified fiber, so there’s no guarantee how much of any garment was actually produced using more sustainable practices.

The most common effort among top analyzed brands using alternative materials was the use of recycled synthetic fibers.

Recycled fibers have some benefits over their virgin counterparts since they don’t require additional extraction of raw materials and often require fewer resources to process into new garments. However, recycled synthetic materials like polyester, nylon, and acrylic have several drawbacks. Using recycled synthetic fibers doesn’t address biodegradability at a garment’s end of life or the problem of microplastic pollution.

Furthermore, textile-to-textile recycling for synthetics is very limited, and if plastic feedstocks such as PET bottles are transformed into textiles, they risk leaving a more circular economy and becoming waste faster than if they had been used for other purposes. Less than 1% of textiles are recycled into new textiles globally.

Without changing the lack of infrastructure to keep recycled synthetic textiles in a closed loop, and by continuing to rely on fossil fuel-based materials, focusing on recycled materials could inadvertently create a market for even more virgin plastic and plastic pollution.

While further material innovation to replace both wool and synthetics effectively is required, and work toward this goal continues today, it’s positive that a number of options exist to help brands replace these fibers across several types of use.
Methodology
The Center for Biological Diversity and Collective Fashion Justice analyzed the online catalogs of 13 top brands. The brands — Adidas, Burberry, Coach, Dior, Gucci, H&M, Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Nike, The North Face, Puma, Uniqlo and Zara — were chosen based on Brand Finance's April 2022 report on the most valuable apparel brands, representing both high street and luxury markets. High street brands sell clothes that can be bought in easily accessible, mainstream stores, and which are designed for mass-market appeal and purchasing. Luxury or high fashion comes at a more exclusive price point and is marketed as higher quality, created by esteemed designers. We focused on the top 20 brands and excluded those that were primarily jewelry or accessory brands, that did not have online stores, or that represented parent companies rather than individual top consumer brands.

The U.S. online catalogs for these brands were searched between Sept. 15, 2022 and Nov. 17, 2022. Using each site's search feature, we conducted a search for "wool" and one for "knit." The listing for each item in the search results was analyzed for materials used, information on dyes and other treatments, and sustainability language.

The data collected was analyzed to assess how many sheep's wool items companies offered during this season, how often this wool was blended with other materials, the availability of information relating to how wool was dyed, and the prevalence of synthetic as well as more responsible alternative materials in similar items. In assessing how often wool was blended with synthetics, we did not distinguish between recycled or virgin synthetics or whether the blend was in the primary material or trim, since the presence of any synthetic fibers affects the biodegradability of the garment.
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To understand the current knitwear landscape we tracked how often reduced-impact fibers were used where wool, synthetics and blends of the two may have otherwise been featured. This lower-impact category includes plant-based alternatives like lyocell materials derived from wood and bamboo cellulose, organic cotton and other plant fibers, or recycled fibers. Reduced-impact is defined as having a lower ecological impact compared to materials that are animal-based (e.g. wool or mohair), derived from fossil-fuels (e.g. polyester, nylon and acrylic), or that are likely to have been grown with large amounts of pesticides (e.g. conventional cotton). However, it does not necessarily mean that these fibers are sustainable at the currently inflated scale of the fashion industry or as long-term solutions without further innovation.

We also reviewed the websites and sustainability reports for each brand to identify their environmental commitments and the language used to describe wool and synthetics. Each brand was emailed asking for additional information on chemicals used in the wool scouring process and super washing or other garment protection processes, dyes and any related certifications, and commitments or strategies on materials sustainability.

The results for each brand are detailed in the brand analysis section of this report. Due to the nature of online catalogs and the rapid rate at which fashion seasons change — particularly among high street brands — this report is not intended to provide a specific analysis of a single season for any brand, but rather a snapshot of trends observed across the industry.
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Results
Despite its environmental harm, wool continues to dominate the knitwear category for brands beyond the ultra-fast fashion, synthetic-filled landscape, with some brands having over a hundred items containing the material.

Our analysis found that across leading high street brands Adidas, H&M, Nike, Puma, Uniqlo, and Zara, garments labeled as containing wool were, on average, made of less than 50% wool. The North Face was the exception, with a still low average of just 53% wool in their wool products. Most of these "wool" garments were blended with synthetic materials.

Although luxury brands (Burberry, Coach, Dior, Gucci, Hermes, and Louis Vuitton) had a higher average percent of garments with wool, ranging from 54% to 79%, the majority of analyzed wool garments were blended with fossil fuel derived materials such as polyester, acrylic, elastane, polyamide and similar fibers.

Many luxury brand garments were alternatively blended with other animal-based fibers that come with their own environmental harms, like cashmere, silk, viscose (a partly natural and partly man-made plant-based material often created through chemical-intensive processing that can be tied to deforestation), or unidentified "other materials."

However, our analysis found there were 3 times as many wool items blended with synthetics than those blended with animal and/or plant-based fibers. Only 19% of all analyzed knitwear contained reduced-impact fibers, with the vast majority being recycled synthetics, which come with their own set of environmental problems.
Key Results:

A total of 785 knitwear items were analyzed across 13 brands. The majority of wool products contained other types of fibers. These products were more than three times as likely to be blended with synthetic materials than with other animal-derived or plant materials.

More than three-quarters of high street items made of wool were blended with synthetics. Although fewer luxury items were blended, they were still more likely to be blended with synthetics than with animal or plant materials.
Key Results

High Street
- Percent of wool products blended with synthetics (main garment or trim)
- Percent of wool products blended with animal-derived materials (wool and cashmere, mohair, silk)
- Percent of wool products blended with animal and plant materials (wool and cotton or viscose)
- Percent of wool products that are 100% wool

Luxury
- Percent of wool products blended with synthetics (main garment or trim)
- Percent of wool products blended with animal-derived materials (wool and cashmere, mohair, silk)
- Percent of wool products blended with animal and plant materials (wool and cotton or viscose)
- Percent of wool products that are 100% wool
Only about a quarter of the knitwear items analyzed were made of 100% wool. Although luxury brands were more likely to have 100% wool products, they were just as likely to have wool items blended with synthetic materials.
Many wool and wool-blend items were offered in colors other than “natural,” with no information provided on the types of dyes used to assess the environmental impact of production or disposal of the garments. Even in relation to 100% wool items, none of the brands provided information on the processing of their wool that could have confirmed total biodegradability. Numerous garments containing wool from high street brands were listed as machine washable, suggesting the use of plastic coated “super-washed wool” designed for machine washing.

The high prevalence of wool, as well as wool and synthetic blend garments, contradicts the sustainability goals of many of these brands and the urgent need for the industry as a whole to reduce its environmental impact. The prevalence of 100% synthetic garments across the fashion industry is equally concerning.

Synthetic fibers are among the most widely used materials by high street brands; however, since 100% synthetic items are often not classified as knitwear, the ubiquity of this material is not fully reflected in these results.

Even so, 7 out of the 13 brands analyzed had at least one 100% synthetic item listed as knitwear. Synthetic blends are far more common in this category, with every brand analyzed using synthetic fibers in their knitwear. The percentage of searched items that had materials derived from fossil fuels ranged from 41% to 100% among high street brands and 16% to 85% among luxury brands.
Contrastingly, as we looked toward the more positive, reduced-impact fibers used by these brands, we found that the use of plant-based, recycled and other such fibers was significantly lower than those using materials derived from fossil fuels.
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High Street

- 64% Percent of analyzed items containing no known reduced-impact fibers
- 36% Percent of analyzed items containing reduced-impact fibers

Luxury

- 96% Percent of analyzed items containing no known reduced-impact fibers
- 4% Percent of analyzed items containing reduced-impact fibers
Key Results

Six brands did not list any reduced-impact fibers in their knitwear (Coach, Dior, Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Puma and Uniqlo) with Burberry and Gucci using these fibers in 5% and 8% of the searched items, respectively. The North Face had the most items listed with reduced-impact fibers at 73%. However, only three of those items were made from entirely reduced-impact fibers; the others were all blended with synthetics.

The rest of the brands listed these materials in 27% to 38% of the searched items, with these fibers often making up 50% or less of the overall product.

This number may be higher for some brands, like Adidas, that have made company-wide commitments to reduce the use of virgin materials but may not specify the origin of materials in item listings.

However, all five of the brands (Adidas, H&M, Nike, The North Face and Zara) that had reduced-impact fibers listed in more than 10% of their items heavily relied on recycled synthetic fibers, which have numerous drawbacks and are not the answer to creating a more sustainable fashion industry.
Adidas Analysis

Background

Adidas is a high street brand focused on sportswear. While the brand is best known for sneakers, it has a large and popular collection of garments too.

Knit/wool search results: 10 items

Percent of items containing wool: 80%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 0%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 47%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 10%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 100%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 30%*

Reduced-impact fibers used: recycled nylon, recycled polyester, recycled tricot, unspecified recycled content

*Based on information provided by the company on the pervasiveness of recycled polyester in its products, this number may be higher than what was indicated on the item listings.
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Adidas has pledged to use only recycled polyester whenever possible by 2024 and that 9 out of 10 items will contain sustainable materials by 2025. It also highlights product development efforts to replace fossil fuel-based materials with alternatives derived from sustainable sources including mushrooms, cellulose, food waste and plant waste. Its sustainability webpage does not provide information on wool sourcing or treatment.

Adidas was one of only two brands that responded to inquiries with substantive information. Company representatives noted that more than 90% of the polyester used in its products is recycled. Although product listings do not provide information on dyes, Adidas does not allow harmful azo dyes in products and uses water-based and non-solvent dyes wherever possible. The company does not test its few wool products for biodegradability, instead prioritizing circularity. They wrote, “In our view, biodegradability is not a sustainable end-of-life solution for clothing, instead, we aim for durability and recyclability.”

The verdict

Adidas demonstrates a commitment to durability and recyclability, but it should strive to accelerate its shift beyond virgin synthetics toward similar high-performance, lower-impact alternatives. Adidas is actively working to address the issue of microfiber pollution in fashion as part of the Microfibre Consortium, which shows its understanding of the limitations of recycled synthetics, and the need to improve in this area. The brand’s use of recycled materials must become more considerate of product end-of-life impacts, something the brand has improved within its “Made to be Remade” collection.

Since the brand’s use of wool is limited, this should make a transition beyond these climate- and biodiversity-harmful materials less challenging to complete in a short-term period.
Burberry Analysis

Background

Burberry is a longstanding British luxury fashion house producing ready-to-wear garments. It’s particularly well known for its coats, leather accessories and footwear.

Knit/wool search results: 143 items

Percent of items containing wool: 90%
Percent of items containing 100% wool: 38%
Average percent of wool in blended products: 68%
Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 0%
Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 48%
Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 5%
Reduced-impact fibers used: linen
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Burberry is investing in “regenerative wool” production, though most of its wool products are not stated as such. The brand claims to improve soil carbon capture and biodiversity on farms. With a commitment to reduce its overall emissions contribution, the brand is working to improve its material sourcing, including 100% certification of key raw materials such as certified recycled nylon and polyester and Canopy green rated viscose. Burberry did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

While any agricultural management practice improvements are valuable, Burberry’s efforts toward “regenerative wool” fail to acknowledge the significant contribution of methane from ruminant animals to the climate crisis, as well as the inherent land inefficiency of wool and its harms to biodiversity. Burberry should prioritize investment into more environmentally beneficial, fossil fuel-free alternatives to wool. Its use of recycled synthetics is an improvement, but end-of-life impacts for all products must be further considered by the brand, as they have begun to be for their trench collection, which offers repair services and extended care information. The brand must improve its capacity to supply information on its dyeing and treatment of fibers, and how this impacts biodegradation.
Coach Analysis

Background

Coach is an American luxury fashion house best known for its leather goods. The brand also produces ready-to-wear garments. It is owned by Tapestry.

Knit/wool search results: 23 items

Percent of items containing wool: 96%
Percent of items containing 100% wool: 50%
Average percent of wool in blended products: 79%
Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 0%
Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 27%
Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 0%
Reduced-impact fibers used: N/A
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Due to its limited use of wool compared to leather and other materials, no wool-related claims are made in Tapestry’s 2022 Corporate Responsibility Report, and no information on environmental impacts at the farm-level or during processing is provided. While the brand uses recycled synthetics in some of its bags and provides sustainability information for those products, no such information exists for its knitwear collection. Coach did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

While Tapestry has a biodiversity strategy and climate strategy in place, those strategies do not acknowledge the negative impact of wool production. With a small portion of wool products, Coach could easily transition beyond the use of this material. This transition should also move beyond fossil fuel derived synthetics toward materials that can help advance its biodiversity and climate goals. The brand should invest in the exploration of lower impact materials for its knit and wool products, as none were found in this analysis.
Dior Analysis

Background

Dior is a LVMH owned luxury fashion brand from France. The brand offers leather accessories and shoes, cosmetics, and ready-to-wear garments.

Knit/wool search results: 87 items

Percent of items containing wool: 100%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 24%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 75%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 0%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 23%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 0%

Reduced-impact fibers used: N/A
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Dior’s website includes vague claims about how wool contributes to “eco-design” and “the protection of natural resources.” No information to support this claim is provided. No other information is provided about wool or synthetic material sourcing on its website. Dior did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

Dior claims it helps to protect natural resources, but its use of wool exacerbates our global climate and biodiversity crises. Dior must provide more information to the public on its sustainability targets and include targets to shift from the use of wool and fossil fuel derived materials toward lower-impact fibers.
Gucci Analysis

Background

Gucci is an Italian high-end luxury brand selling popular handbags, accessories, ready-to-wear garments, and shoes.

Knit/wool search results: 99 items

Percent of items containing wool: 92%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 55%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 58%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 0%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 30%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 8%

Reduced-impact fibers used: linen, unspecified “eco features”
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Gucci has an “eco features” label that appears on products that are both 100% wool and blended with synthetics. The products with this label state that the brand promotes “the use of alternative materials for lower environmental impact such as recycled, regenerated, organic or bio-based materials.” However, the product listings didn’t specify which fibers, processes, or percentage of materials the statement applies to. Gucci also funds regenerative projects for wool, and although the company says it will use third-party verification to measure soil carbon there is no clear description of the standards or metrics for how it will achieve the other core tenets of regenerative agriculture including biodiversity and ecosystem health.48,49

Gucci’s parent company, Kering, acknowledges the wool industry’s significant contribution to land and ecosystem degradation, as well as threats to native wildlife, in its “standards and guidance for sustainable production.” Despite this information, Kering’s standards focus on attempting to reduce the impact of an inherently inefficient material rather than improving alternative material sourcing.50

Gucci did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes. Kering is engaged in work to address the issue of microfiber pollution in fashion as part of the Microfibre Consortium,51 which shows its understanding of the limitations of recycled synthetics and the need to improve in this area.

The verdict

While the brand aims for 100% traceability for raw materials, traceability does not equate to sustainability. Gucci needs to reduce its reliance on high-impact materials like wool and improve transparency around its use and definition of lower-impact materials. Gucci’s investment into regenerative animal production projects could be more effectively spent by shifting investment into innovation on sustainable materials that are free from both animal and fossil fuel inputs.
H & M Analysis

Background

H&M is one of the largest fast fashion companies in the world, selling an enormous quantity of garments, shoes, accessories and other products.

Knit/wool search results: 96 items

Percent of items containing wool: 92%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 23%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 20%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 7%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 69%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 38%

Reduced-impact fibers used: recycled polyester, recycled acrylic, recycled polyamide, recycled wool
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

H&M promotes its efforts to offer product recycling; however, it does not address the amount of product created, the large portion of unsustainable materials used, the use-stage impacts of its synthetic knitwear, or the microfiber impacts of blended and processed wools.

The brand uses a small amount of wool, with some of it certified by the Responsible Wool Standard, which includes some environmental requirements. The brand also promotes its engagement to move toward “regenerative wool” and its use of recycled wool but does not specify if it is pre- or post-consumer recycled wool. H&M responded to a request for further information by sharing links to its corporate website and sustainability pages, which do not provide additional detail on wool sourcing, processing, or the use of dyes.

The verdict

H&M is actively working to address the issue of microfiber pollution in fashion as part of the Microfibre Consortium. Despite promoting climate goals, H&M continues to use a large portion of fossil fuel derived materials. Importantly, H&M’s material sustainability progress must be paired with a degrowth strategy in order for the brand to demonstrate any genuine environmental responsibility. The brand’s promotion of “regenerative” wool for biodiversity protection is misguided at best, and investment would be better spent toward degrowth and material innovation investment.
Hermès Analysis

Background

Hermès is a leading French luxury fashion house dating back to 1837. Known best for its exotic skin and leather accessories, the brand also offers ready-to-wear garments.

Knit/wool search results: 37 items

Percent of items containing wool: 68%
Percent of items containing 100% wool: 52%
Average percent of wool in blended products: 71%
Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 3%
Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 16%
Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 0%
Reduced-impact fibers used: N/A
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Hermès claims it’s reduced greenhouse gas emissions by choosing “sustainable materials.” It has also adopted a target to source, when possible, from suppliers certified through the Responsible Wool Standard, which has some limited environmental standards attached to it. Hermès did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

Hermès adopts the wool industry rhetoric that its raw materials are a “natural, renewable source” and that their use of animal-based materials avoids the use of synthetics “based on petroleum chemistry.” Among the analyzed knitwear, the only non-animal based fiber used was cotton, which was found in just 8% of items. Twice as many items were blended with synthetics. Although the company mentions the possibility for environmental harm in wool production, it fails to recognize that the industry is inherently harmful to the land, climate and biodiversity. Aligned with its biodiversity goals, the company should conduct a dedicated biodiversity study and site-level assessments to its wool supply chain. Hermès must use its preference for natural fibers to shift toward lower-impact, innovatively farmed plant-based fibers.

Just as the brand has invested in a mycelium alternative to cow skin leather, investment in material innovation to support a transition beyond wool and synthetic fibers would benefit the company’s sustainability targets.
Louis Vuitton Analysis

Background

Owned by LVMH, Louis Vuitton is another historically significant French fashion house known for leather goods, with a popular ready-to-wear collection of garments.

Knit/wool search results: 41 items

Percent of items containing wool: 76%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 19%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 54%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 0%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 68%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 0%

Reduced-impact fibers used: N/A
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Louis Vuitton acknowledges that not all natural materials are renewable, and says it is committed to sources “that have a regenerative impact on biodiversity.” The company specifically names climate, deforestation, hazardous chemicals, air and water pollution, and animal welfare among its supply chain concerns. According to its website, 28% of polyester in its collections is certified recycled.  

In 2020 Louis Vuitton used Responsible Wool Standard certified fibers, which have some environmental standards, for the first time in one of its collections and has used it since in other items. Its website states that, in 2021, nearly 50% of its wool came from supply chains with “responsible practices,” but those practices were not further defined.

LVMH did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

Louis Vuitton says that most of its raw materials “come from nature,” yet more than half of its wool knitwear was blended with synthetic fibers. Under its responsible sourcing information, the company says that it made a gown using Tencel for the 2020 Oscars Red Carpet Green Dress challenge. Louis Vuitton should expand its use of reduced-impact fibers beyond the red carpet to its permanent collections in place of materials like wool that undermine its sustainability goals.
Nike Analysis

Background

Nike is a multinational corporation that produces sportswear. Best known for sneakers, the brand has a large collection of popular garments, too.

Knit/wool search results: 15 items

Percent of items containing wool: 67%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 0%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 34%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 7%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 90%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 27%

Reduced-impact fibers used: recycled polyester, organic cotton
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Nike plans to increase its focus on “environmentally preferred materials,” since 70% of its product carbon footprint comes from materials. For apparel, this is defined as shifting the content of its two primary materials — polyester and cotton — to recycled polyester, organic cotton and recycled cotton, particularly on “key high-volume fabrics and products.” Nike works to create closed-loop circular systems that include recycling factory waste and end-of-life items into new products. In 2021, the company claimed it was ahead of its plan to integrate more recycled polyester into products.61

Nike has several commitments related to reducing use of hazardous chemicals, but chemical and dye use specific to wool was not available.

No information on wool was provided in the company’s impact report or on its website, and the company did not respond to inquiries for more information on materials sustainability or wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

Nike has a strong commitment to circularity but needs to move beyond solely relying on recycled synthetics which shed microfibers when washed and have limitations on their recyclability. Nike is committed to addressing the issue of microfiber pollution in fashion through its involvement in the Microfibre Consortium.62

The company uses relatively little wool and since all the analyzed wool products were blended, Nike should set ambitious targets to phase out wool in favor of lower-impact materials. Nike acknowledges that shifting to recycled polyester presents minimal challenges since it’s so similar to virgin polyester in quality, performance and aesthetic, but in order to meet its environmental goals, the company will have to rise to the challenge of innovation to bring truly sustainable materials to its collection.
The North Face Analysis

Background

The North Face is an outdoor clothing company owned by the VF Corporation that offers a range of jackets and other apparel. While not a luxury brand, it is considered "aspirational" due to its price point.

Knit/wool search results: 56 items

Percent of items containing wool: 81%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 0%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 53%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 20%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 100%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 73%

Reduced-impact fibers used: recycled polyester, recycled nylon, TENCEL lyocell
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

The North Face has set an "ambitious goal" of ensuring "100% responsibly sourced apparel fabrics by 2025," with footwear and equipment on track to meet the same goal by 2030. Its parent company, VF Corporation, notes that material extraction, processing and production accounts for about 70% of its overall global CO2 emissions. VF Corporation highlights "regenerative" animal production as a part of their sustainable materials vision, as well as renewable and recycled materials. VF uses Responsible Wool Standard certified wool as well as "Smartwool," which they claim to be "the world's first regenerative wool." The North Face names its top materials as polyester, cotton and nylon, and doesn't mention wool on its materials sustainability webpage. It states that the polyester and nylon in its Fall 2022 collection was at least 85% and 75% recycled, respectively. The brand website also says that it has begun experimenting with bio-based materials as part of its goal to use fewer virgin synthetics. The North Face and VF did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

While The North Face has made the positive move of shifting away from some of the most harmful virgin materials for its apparel sourcing, the company must look beyond solutions that sound promising but do little to meaningfully address the industry’s impact on climate, land, water and wildlife.

Every wool item analyzed was blended with synthetics; only one item was found that used Tencel lyocell, and the rest relied on recycled synthetics for reduced-impact fibers. Blended wool fibers are not effectively biodegradable and recycled synthetics continue to shed microfibers, undermining the sustainability of these products. The North Face seems to have moved away from its collection of “climate beneficial wool,” which Fast Company referred to as “wool that fights climate change” — a dubious claim given the serious climate and land costs of wool production. However, VF continues to promote wool as a "regenerative" solution to the climate crisis, despite the reality of commercial grazing systems as counter to climate and biodiversity protection.

The North Face is another brand working to address the issue of microfiber pollution in fashion as part of the Microfibre Consortium. The company must prioritize its exploration of sustainable bio-based materials and invest in plant-based systems, which are more land efficient and less climate intensive than wool and synthetics, as well as positively benefiting biodiversity.
Puma Analysis

Background

Puma is a multinational corporation producing athletic and casual footwear, as well as apparel and accessories.

Knit/wool search results: 6 items

Percent of items containing wool: 50%
Percent of items containing 100% wool: 0%
Average percent of wool in blended products: 27%
Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 20%
Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 100%
Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 0%
Reduced-impact fibers used: N/A
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Puma states that material production accounts for more than 50% of the company’s environmental impact. It also acknowledges the harm caused by materials production to biodiversity and has set targets to reduce pollution and deforestation in its supply chain. The company uses very little wool, and as such its 2021 sustainability report notes that it has not yet implemented Responsible Wool Standards in its materials sourcing but has a target of 100% certified wool by 2025. It also has a target to increase its use of recycled polyester to 75% in apparel and accessories. Puma did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

Given how little wool Puma uses — both by its own admission and our analysis — the company would be better served to phase out wool and replace it with lower-impact, next-gen materials rather than relying on the Responsible Wool Standard, which cannot eliminate the negative impacts of virgin wool sourcing.

Puma is also working to address microfiber pollution as part of the Microfibre Consortium. Similar to other athletic-wear brands, Puma needs to recognize the limitations of recycled synthetics as a long-term solution to the environmental harms of the fashion industry, and instead invest in materials innovation and prioritize shifting to materials that cause minimal harm during use and at the end of life.
UniqlO Analysis

Background

UniqlO is a Japanese casual wear company, under the parent company of Fast Retailing. It is estimated to operate over 1,500 stores worldwide.

Knit/wool search results: 37 items

Percent of items containing wool: 89%
Percent of items containing 100% wool: 67%
Average percent of wool in blended products: 46%
Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 5%
Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 30%
Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 0%
Reduced-impact fibers used: N/A
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Uniqlo’s sustainability report does not mention the use of wool once, despite its significant environmental impacts. Uniqlo promotes its use of post-consumer recycled polyester, which is derived from plastic bottles, as well as its participation in the “Microfibre Consortium,” which aims to address microplastic pollution in the fashion industry.

Fast Retailing’s responsible procurement webpage has some animal welfare standards for wool but does not mention the material’s environmental impact. The parent company also shares its chemicals policy, which applies to wool products and includes initiatives to reduce the use of hazardous chemicals, but does not address chemicals and dyes that might affect the biodegradability of garments.

Fast Retailing, the parent company of Uniqlo, was one of only two companies that responded to inquiries with substantive information. The company noted that increasing the use of recycled synthetics is a priority in its target to use 50% recycled materials by 2030, and as of 2022, 16% of its polyester is recycled. The company also said that recycled and organic cotton was used in its fall/winter collections, however, these materials were not used in the knitwear products included in this analysis.

The verdict

With no reduced-impact fibers used in Uniqlo’s assessed products, the most beneficial step the brand could make would be to commit to increasing the use of lower-impact fibers such as recycled cotton, Tencel, hemp and others, while phasing out high-impact fibers such as virgin synthetics and wool. Uniqlo is a part of the Microfibre Consortium.
Zara Analysis

Background

Zara is owned by Inditex, considered the largest fast fashion company in the world. It sells a wide range of apparel, shoes and other products.

Knit/wool search results: 135 items

Percent of items containing wool: 100%

Percent of items containing 100% wool: 12%

Average percent of wool in blended products: 25%

Percent of knit items containing 100% synthetic fibers: 0%

Percent of wool items blended with synthetics: 86%

Percent of items using reduced-impact fibers: 33%

Reduced-impact fibers used: recycled polyester, recycled acrylic, recycled polyamide, recycled wool, linen, Ecovero
Material sustainability claims for analyzed fibers

Inditex announced in 2019 that 100% of Zara collections would be made with "sustainable fabrics" by 2025. The company's sustainability goals are broken down on its website and feature a commitment toward 100% recycled polyester by 2025, along with some commitments for other fibers. Between 15% and 50% of Zara's collections are made with recycled wool and cotton from pre-consumer sources.

Composition information on products made from wool-synthetic blends state that the brand works to monitor programs that ensure compliance with its environmental health standards. However, the statement is vague and no further information is provided. The brand's sustainability policy also does not refer to material sourcing requirements.

Zara did not respond to inquiries for further information on materials sustainability commitments or its wool sourcing, processing, or dyes.

The verdict

As with other fast fashion brands, Zara must incorporate degrowth strategies into its business to ensure meaningful action for the environment. The high use of synthetics in fiber blends is concerning as blended fibers are difficult to recycle and have consequences related to both user-stage and end-of-life impacts. Zara should ensure its work to use recycled fibers is not in isolation from broader progress to address these impacts. Zara's use of virgin wool is not transparent, with no information about raw material sourcing, scouring or dyeing available, even by request. Zara should continue to invest in reduced-impact fibers and do so by prioritizing plant-based and biodegradable fibers over destructive wool and synthetics.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Fashion's top brands — both high street and luxury — have an enormous influence on trends, the market, supply chains, and the wider industry's environmental impact. Most of the analyzed brands tout sustainability initiatives. Many of them address materials sourcing and some of them acknowledge the industry's role in biodiversity destruction. However, the pervasive use of wool and synthetic blends, the lack of attention to how wool processing and dyeing affects the life cycle impact of garments, and the intense focus on recycled synthetics rather than truly sustainable, innovative materials, undercuts the industry's environmental progress.

These factors are further exacerbated by the rapid overproduction of styles in fast fashion brands.\textsuperscript{62,63} However, luxury brands are not off the hook either, as they also use synthetics in more than one-third of their wool items, on average, and offer more wool knitwear overall.

Not a single brand acknowledged the inherent costs to climate, land, water and biodiversity in wool production.

In order for fashion's knitwear production to shift toward more genuine sustainability, it must move beyond both virgin wool and fossil-fuel derived materials. The fashion industry's ability to meet its own environmental goals and the sustainability expectations of customers depends on an honest, transparent assessment of how materials are used and marketed.

Individual brands and the industry as a whole must take the following steps to commit to meaningful materials sustainability goals that can advance fashion that's better for people and the planet:

Brands must take steps toward a just transition by setting specific targets to move beyond the use of virgin synthetics and wool.

Both virgin fossil fuel-derived synthetics and wool are inherently unsustainable fibers.

The fashion industry must implement materials reduction strategies that recognize the urgent need to move beyond these fibers to combat the climate and biodiversity crises.

Environmental commitments and sustainability language must account for the impacts of synthetic and wool production and the use of blended materials.

The fashion industry's sustainability messaging often positions wool as the preferable alternative to synthetics without addressing the environmental impacts of wool or the fact that it's frequently blended with synthetics. Eliminating this contradiction between how wool is marketed and how it's actually produced and used is critical to reducing industry greenwashing.
The fashion industry should ramp up its efforts to create clear definitions and standards for sustainability claims to prevent greenwashing.

Many brands rely on terms that are poorly defined and unverifiable like "responsibly-sourced" or "regenerative," which can mislead customers about materials sourcing and undermine the sustainability progress of the industry. Until the fashion industry sets standards for accountability and clear definitions, brands should avoid making unverifiable claims about materials sourcing.

Brands and the fashion industry should increase transparency around the chemicals and dyes used in processing wool fiber.

Although wool is a "natural" fiber, chemicals are used throughout the process of turning it into a finished garment, including during the scouring, super washing, and dyeing processes. However, none of the product listings for analyzed garments addressed this.

The chemicals used in producing clothing have an enormous impact on workers and the environment and reducing their burden must be part of the industry’s sustainability efforts. Brands and the fashion industry must invest in producing fewer overall items and increasing the use of sustainable alternative materials. All brands, but particularly those fueling the fast fashion crisis, must commit to streamlining their collections to reduce overproduction and waste. As part of this effort, they must phase out the use of wool and fossil fuel-derived materials and invest in fibers with a lower environmental footprint, including lyocell, bamboo, organic cotton, and other plant- and bio-based materials.
Conclusion and Recommendations
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